
Wildlife
If you want to get up close and personal with nature, ditch 
the comfy Land Rover and opt for a safari by mountain 
bike. Darrel Bristow-Bovey visits Botswana for  
a game-viewing experience with a difference
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‘H ow far can an elephant 
throw a mountain bike?’

The guide gave that some thought. ‘Depends if 
you’re still on it.’ These weren’t just philosophical 
musings. One can muse about being on a bicycle 
in elephant country, shick-shicking and freewheeling 
over rocky ridges with the wide, grapefruit-coloured 
plains of the Tuli Block spreading below you like a 
dusty, thirsty Mars-scape. Here and there the ground 
is dotted with baobabs and leadwoods, their purple 
shadows mosaicked with ancient white paths 
trodden flat by generations of elephants – it’s as 
exhilarating a wilderness experience as you can 
dream about in your safe city bed. 

But actually being in the saddle, frozen, one 
foot on the ground and the other poised on the 
pedal while a small family herd ambles past, all 
knees and shoulders and ears in a small orange 
cloud of their own making, mommy jumbo’s 
nostrils twitching in your direction, and you’re 
waiting for your guide’s instruction to keep on 
freezing or to suddenly start pedaling like a dust-
devil – that is a whole new level of exhilaration.

You suddenly become acutely aware of the 
smallness of yourself and the hardness of the 
ground, the hot, dark, fecund smell of elephant, 
how warm the air is, how high the blue sky is,  
how good it is to be alive and how much you’d 
like to continue being so. And then when they’ve 
passed and you all turn to each other with wide-
mouthed, diamond-eyed expressions of shock and 
dazed elation, and you feel your veins opening 
and the blood singing through them as though a 
sluice has been opened, and you feel so astonish-
ingly and sweetly living – that’s a feeling you can’t 
buy and you can’t get on the back of a vehicle.

I was in Mashatu Game Reserve in the famous 
Tuli Block of eastern Botswana, near the confluence 
of the Limpopo and Shashe Rivers. Everything  
is big in Mashatu. At just over 30 000 ha, it’s the 
largest private game reserve in southern Africa, 
more than twice the size of MalaMala. It has the 

largest elephant population in a private reserve 
anywhere, as well as the largest mammal (either the 
elephant or the giraffe, take your pick), the largest 
antelope (eland), the largest bird (ostrich) and the 
largest flying bird in the world (kori bustard), and 
while neither the baobab nor the vast, magnificent, 
grey-barked nyala shade tree (known locally as a 
mashatu) is technically the largest tree in the world, 
they stand in the wide plains like giants or castles 
or massive, quixotic, hydra-headed windmills. 
They’re more tree than you can hug. They’re all 
the tree you could wish for.

Often when you get away to the bush and are 
taken on a drive you’re obliged by a kind of weird 
ecological political correctness to pay dutiful 
attention to the small things – the warthogs and 
leopard tortoises and shrews and lilac-breasted 
rollers and whatnot. There’s always some pious 
ranger who says, ‘Sometimes the small things in 
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the bush are even more fascinating than the big 
obvious ones,’ which causes all the other South 
Africans present to nod in sage agreement to show 
what old hands they are at game drives and safaris. 
It is also usually the cue for a disquisition on 
termite mounds or weaver birds, or a twitchy half 
hour spent watching some damn ant-lion not 
emerge from his hole. In Mashatu it’s a straight- 
up relief to be able to shrug off the gods of small 
things and surrender wholeheartedly to the appeal 
of the majestic and the magnificent and the just 
plain big. In the midst of such breathtaking largeness, 
it would seem ungracious to do anything less.

One of the key delights of Mashatu, and indeed 
the rest of the Northern Tuli area, is that it’s one  
of the few places where you can take guided walks 
through the reserve, and one of the even fewer 
places where you can ride on horseback or on  
a bicycle. Going on a game drive in the back of  
a Land Rover can be a wonderful thing, and I  
have had some memorable experiences on game 
drives, including being charged by two grown 
female elephants in the Okavango Delta, on which 
occasion I was very grateful indeed for the vehicle 
and for a driver who knew his way around an 
accelerator. But compared to encountering the 
wild in the saddle, a game drive is like looking  
at a coral reef through a glass-bottomed boat 
instead of slipping over the side.

I don’t ride horses (and in return I expect them 
not to ride me), so I confined myself to mountain-
biking. To tell the truth I’m no cyclist either – even 
at home I barely raise the energy to recycle – but  
I was reassured by the easy terrain of the green 
mopane plains and the red-sand, boulder-strewn 

flatlands. I discovered that even the rises to the 
sandstone outcrops held no real exertion: once 
you’re out there, with no metal around you, no 
engine sounds or exhaust fumes announcing you, 
you have all the energy of freedom. A guide with 
a high-calibre rifle accompanies you at all times, 
not because you’re relatively slow and exposed  
on a bike, although you are, but because you’re  
so silent and unobtrusive that you are forever 
sneaking up on things. This is good when the 
thing you’re sneaking up on is an ostrich or a 
herd of impala or a long-lashed giraffe, less so 
when it’s a gang of pachyderms sharing a dust-
bath, or drowsy lions under a paperbark tree. 

So silent and stealthy were we that after 15 
years of game drives and near-misses, I had a 
first-time experience. Descending a rocky ridge 
toward a thorn-thicketed area beside a small 
stream, we surprised a leopard with a kill. His 
kill? A fresh kill? I don’t know, but I’ve never  
seen a leopard by day before, and never with a 
blood-smeared muzzle and a comically startled 
expression on his face. He froze, reared on his 
hind legs like a spooked horse, then turned  
and flashed away across the green grass into the 
thicket while we braked and stared and gasped.

There are four-day and week-long bike safaris 
organised by a private company called Cycle 
Mashatu, where you sleep in bomas around 
leadwood fires under the massive starry sky  
and put in dusty mornings across extraordinary 
terrain, then laze or hike in the afternoons. And 
although my cycling stuff isn’t stern enough for 
that, still I would have liked with all my heart  
to have turned my handlebars to the dry horizon 
and just pedalled on and on and on. 

Instead, I lay on a rock in the yellow morning 
sun and stared up at the sky. It’s so quiet out there, 
with the thin shadows of circling birds passing 
over the plains, that the silence starts to roar, with 
a susurration of a hundred hands slapping water. 
Being out there like that – leaving only a narrow 
tyre track behind you on paths trodden shiny by 
the footpads of migrating elephants, and meeting 
the wilderness on its own terms – is more than  
a holiday. It is, in the best and truest sense of the 
word, an experience. 

Surrender whole-
heartedly to the 

appeal of the majestic 
and the magnificent 
and the just plain big
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While cycling through a 

game reserve is not for the 
faint-hearted, Mashatu 
provides experienced 

guides to accompany you.

Call Mashatu on  
% 011 442 2267 or visit  

www.mashatu.com.
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